SMART LOCK 2.0
DATA SHEET

∆

ONE SMART LOCK FOR ALL
The Nuki Smart Lock transforms existing door locks into digital access systems
and turns your smartphone into an intelligent key. No modifications are required
before fitting a Nuki. The electronic door lock is simply mounted on top of the
existing cylinder on the inside of the door and can even be removed without
leaving any traces if required, so it is also ideally suited to rental properties.

199 €

YOUR ADVANTAGES

¬
¬
¬

Automatically locks the door at specified times
Thanks to the new door sensor, you will always be able to see whether the
door is also actually closed

¬

Maximum flexibility through the simultaneous assignment of up to 200
individually-adjustable access authorisations

¬

With the optional accessories (Nuki Keypad, Nuki Fob), the Nuki Smart
Lock can also be used by people who don’t have a smartphone

¬

UVP

Replaces the physical key with a smartphone app

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Weight:
360g
Dimensions:
110 x 60 x 60 mm
Power supply:
4 AA-Batteries
(More than 6 months usage with 8 locking

The most flexible Smart Lock in Europe when it comes to integration into

processes per day)

existing smart home systems (in conjunction with the Nuki Bridge)

Prerequisites:
iOS or Android smartphone

BRAND NEW
APPLE HOMEKIT
Apple HomeKit integration means that the Smart Lock can now be controlled
with Siri, managed with the Apple Home app and incorporated in HomeKit
Scenes.
NUKI DOOR SENSOR
The new door sensor allows you to see not only the status of the lock cylinder,
but also of the door.

Compatibility
- Euro profile cylinder with emergency
and warning function
- Swiss round profile with priority
function
- UK oval cylinder with emergency
function
- Knob cylinder
Communication technology::
Bluetooth 5
Lock modes:
Unlock, lock, open door, auto-unlock,
lock ‘n’ go, auto lock, time control

More information at www.nuki.io
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